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We are happy to inform you that we have won the highest award in the apartment 

category of the REFORM DESIGN AWARD held by a renovation magazine called 

“Kurashi Kaiteki Shunkashuto (Pleasant life all through the year)” published by SOGO 

Co., Ltd. This magazine started in 2004 to provide helpful information and excellent 

renovation samples for the readers to realize pleasant lives through renovation. The 

spring edition marked its 20th edition of the magazine and the REFORM DESIGN 

AWARD was held in order to commemorate this. Awards were selected on the basis of 

design, pleasantness, and originality among the renovation samples appeared on the 

magazine past two years. 

 

The award-winning building is a building that had been previously used as a sento 

(public bath). After the sento was discontinued, the building owner asked us to renovate 

it as a two-family home for them (the owner and son families). We used a pre-existing 

partition, which was used to divide the men and women bath sections, to divide the two 

families. While water section units (kitchen, bathroom, etc.) are installed for each family, 

they share the entrance and a guest room so that they can have communication easily 

and keep their privacies at the same time to realize a pleasant life. 

 

  

Spacious and comfortable living room 

 

Mr. Saito, the construction manager, 

receives the award. 
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[We will be participating in the 2014 NEW Environmental Exposition] 

The Environmental Business Research Institute (EBRI), to which we belong, will 

participate in the 2014 NEW Environmental Exposition to be held at the Tokyo Big Site. 

The EBRI booth will display the services and products of its member companies as well 

as information on its activities. At our display section, Urban System will give a 

demonstration of an all-new paint material called "Neo COAT (heat-consuming paint)," 

which helps to keep the room cool in summer and warm in winter by absorbing heat 

from the sun. Please feel free to drop by our stand when you come to the exposition. 

 

2014 NEW Environmental Exposition: http://www.nippo.co.jp/n-expo014/ 

4 days from May 27 (Tue) to 30 (Fri) at Tokyo Big Sight (East Exhibition Hall) 

EBRI booth: East Exhibition Hall 5, booth no. J5002 

Report by: Michiko Iwamatsu 


